
 

 

 

 

P A S S 
Patrol Accuracy and Safety Solution 

Live reporting RFID scanning technology. 

Sentinel employs a highly advanced technology that accomplishes a wide range of 

functions for security operations using desktop (PASS D POST) and mobile devices 

(PASS MPOST) this technology helps Increase safety, productivity, effectiveness, and 

communication across the organization. 

With the PASS system, (Patrol Accuracy and Safety Solution) missing a patrol or a 

safety check-in is a thing of the past. The PASS system will alert supervisors, 

administrators and security agents live and in real time of the missed patrol or failure 

to do a safety check. The system can be programmed any way and as desired. 



Here are some of the functions of our PASS system: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PASS D Post 

A multifaceted web-based application designed to streamline security agent’s 

operations. PASS Post can help increase productivity and facilitate effective 

communication between security agents, site supervisors and patrons. Real-time 

technology delivers key performance indicators (KPIs) 

 



 

 

 

PASS M-Post 

This is a completely customizable mobile application that better manages security 

personnel and increases safety and productivity. From interactive security patrols to 

comprehensive real-time incident reporting, PASS M-Post modernizes security 

services. All activities can be sent live and in real time to patrons. The system is 

customizable to meet the demands of every patron. 



 

 

 

PASS Patrol 

This is the perfect solution to modernize security patrolling, incident reporting and 

more. We setup NFC/RFID tags along patrol routes and use mobile devices to scan 

and send real time data on activities to a centralized system. This replaces 

antiquated wands with a powerful and rugged mobile device 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

PASS Inspector 

This modernizes security agent inspections with customizable forms on a per site, 

per inspection basis. Ensures compliance, indicate corrective measures, and 

automatically sends notifications to management within a centralized system. 

 

 



FEATURES 

 

 

 

Security Operations & Management 

Improves productivity and manages the security workforce more effectively by 

automating internal processes through web and mobile technology 

Our patrol system is an end-to-end solution for security operations and management. 

It helps managers and administrators respond to, report on, and analyze security 

agent activities. Our Administrators can also manage emergency dispatches, field 

incidents and investigations from start to finish.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Incident Reports 

Our system has customizable incident alerting software streamlines the entire 

process and enforces consistency using messages that include multimedia, 

geolocation and text. It easily tracks and manages incidents and the system is 

capable of sending the reports live and in real time, or as programmed. We can 

create customized templates and reports to suit your site needs.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Security Patrol 

Our patrol system is capable of scanning NFC/RFID tag checkpoints at strategic site 

locations using mobile technology sending real-time updates via email or text. 

We are able to track security patrols in real-time.  Our system modernizes security 

patrol operations with intelligent software that captures detailed and accurate 

information. This replaces antiquated wands with powerful rugged mobile devices. 

 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Post Order Management 

Online post order management allows site supervisors to distribute security agent 

instructions in real-time and document their compliance. Security post orders can be 

managed online through our portal. Site supervisors and managers can easily deliver 

post order updates and notifications in real-time, and customize orders by post, by 

client or by organization. The post order management module can also document 

acknowledgement and viewing by individual agents to ensure compliance.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Daily Activity Reports 

The PASS system eliminates paper reports and centralizes information online. It 

captures and schedules security agent’s activities in real-time from any site. 

The system captures detailed reports of security activities in real-time from any site 

using the portal’s logbook and Daily Activity Report feature. The DAR and Activity 

Log module allows administrators to consolidate incident reports and data in one 

centralized view. This eliminates messy paper reports for security agents and keeps 

all files organized in one central and electronic location. 



 

 

 

 

 

Geolocation & Security Dispatch 

The system locates security personnel on-line at any time and dispatches 

appropriately for any emergency based on proximity and availability. 

This feature is also important for safety and accurate service.  The supervisory team 

know the location of agents at any given time.  



 

 

 

 

Lone Worker Safety 

FOR SAFETY REASONS AND TO COMPLY WITH ALBERTA’S LONE WORKER 

LEGISLATIONS, every security agent physically checks-in with the PASS system 

(hand held devise) every hour of their shift, the system will alert our supervisors live 

and in real-time when an agent fails to check in. The supervisor will immediately 

make contact with the Agent upon receiving the System’s alert.  

The system will not stop alerting emergencies unless the supervisor acknowledges 

the message. 

Lone Worker Protection provides lone workers with assistance notifications for 

emergencies. The notification alerts are triggered by falls, device impacts and several 

other ‘variables’. Lone Worker Protection provides peace of mind and safety to 

individual workers in case of emergency. 



 

 

 

 

 

Inspections & Quality Assurance 

Supervisors responsible for site inspections can utilize a comprehensive set of 

features on a smartphone platform to effectively manage security agent compliance 

and performance. 
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Visitor Registration 

The system can track and register all visitors within an organized online platform to 

adhere to visitor management processes and policy requirements 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time and Attendance 

The system can easily capture time and attendance as programmed for each post. 

In addition to the PASS system, we also offer our mobile patrol patrons our live 

reporting car mounted GPS system.  This system reports all patrol vehicles entries 

and exists to and from the site. 

NOTE: 

On bard car mounted GPS reports GEO fence entries and exist from the site and our 

PASS system reports the onsite patrol activity, (RFID scans of the various areas in 

the site) all with capabilities of reporting live to patrons email. 



 

 

Real Time Car Mounted GPS System 

This system is in addition to the PASS system reviewed above. 

All vehicles in our fleet are equipped with mounted GPS tracking system that reports 

live and in real time. The agents in this division also carry the PASS system. 

GPS REAL TIME TRACKING 

Our patrol vehicles are GPS REALTIME tracked. This allows us to better monitor our 

patrols and serves as a safety measure. Our patrons have peace of mind knowing 

that their patrols are being done as requested and as reported. GPS can be set up to 

report patrols live to any email address 

 

 

 

 



 

	

These are some of the features our car mounted GPS system provides: 

1. Real Time reporting to email, text or voice 

2. Location 

3. GEO fence reporting. (reports when a car enters and leaves  

the premises live)  

4. Idle time 

5. Stop time 

6. Speed 

7. Direction 

8. Engine on/off 

9. Accurate timings 

10. Keeps History for up to two years 

 



System Review 

Our solutions are effectively improving safety, productivity and service quality and 

our motivation and commitment to our clients is 100% focused on service and safety. 

With our deep knowledge of the security industry, and with the effective use of our 

advanced safety and patrol system, we have employed a system capable 

of anticipating and completely satisfying our patrons’ needs for capturing and 

managing the important information related to their buildings’ security. 

 


